Abstract. Regions of high-dimensional input spaces that are underrepresented in training datasets reduce machine-learnt classifier performance, and may lead to corner cases and unwanted bias for classifiers used in decision making systems. When these regions belong to otherwise well-represented classes, their presence and negative impact are very hard to identify. We propose an approach for the detection and mitigation of such rare subclasses in neural network classifiers. The new approach is underpinned by an easy-to-compute commonality metric that supports the detection of rare subclasses, and comprises methods for reducing their impact during both model training and model exploitation.
Introduction
Class imbalance is a major and widely recognised problem in machine learning (ML) [13, 15] , and significant research effort has been dedicated to its mitigation, e.g. [2, 4, 6, 19, 20] . In contrast, its surreptitious cousin subclass rarity is far less understood and addressed by existing research. A rare subclass is an underrepresented region of a class whose elements are otherwise well represented in the datasets used to train and test a machine-learnt classifier. Rare subclasses are known to lead to unwanted bias [8] and other corner cases [14] when present in datasets used to train decision-making classifiers.
Methods have been proposed to address this problem for the scenario where the features of the rare subclass can be anticipated because they correspond to gender, age, race, religion or other protected attribute(s) [3] that might induce discrimination ( [5] , [21] , etc.). However, these methods are ineffective for rare subclasses not associated (or not directly associated) with protected attributes. Many potential examples of such rare subclasses exist, e.g. images of handwritten digits where the ages of those who provided the training data were not recorded, or traffic sign images obtained in rare combinations of environmental conditions. Our paper proposes an approach for the detection and mitigation of these types of rare subclasses in neural network (NN) classifiers. The new approach comprises:
1. A method for the efficient computation of a sample commonality metric. Applied to a data sample from the test set or to a unlabelled data sample being classified by the NN, this metric provides an indication of how frequently data samples with similar characteristics were encountered in the training dataset. 2. A method that applies our commonality metric to the test dataset, to detect rare subclasses, supporting the augmentation of the train-ing dataset with additional samples from these subclasses. Used during the model learning stage of ML lifecycle [1] , this method improves the performance of the classifier both for the (previously) rare subclass and overall. 3. An online method that applies our commonality metric to unlabelled data samples being classified, to identify samples with characteristics potentially unseen during training. Obtaining a second opinion for the small number of such samples (from an alternative, higher-cost classifier such as a human operator) significantly reduces the number of classification errors.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present our approach by first describing the calculation of the commonality metric and then describing how this can be used to mitigate against the effects of rare subclasses during training and at run-time. Section 3 evaluates our approach. We start with an example of how subclass rarity increases misclassification rates. Next, we assess the ability of our approach to detect rate subclasses. Finally, we evaluate our mitigation methods, showing that they can increase the accuracy of NN classifiers at design time, and can improve the identification of misclassified samples at run-time. We consider the body of research within which this work fits in Section 4, before concluding and suggesting directions for future work in Section 5.
Approach
In this section we describe the methods underpinning our approach for detecting and mitigating the effects of rare subclasses during NN classifier development and at run-time.
Commonality Score Computation
Our commonality score considers the activation of the neurons from the penultimate layer of a NN classifier. It can be calculated for a labelled data sample from the testing dataset (during the testing of the NN) or for an unlabelled data sample (when the NN is used to perform online classification). In both cases, the commonality score reflects the similarity between the activations of the penultimate-layer neurons (i) for the sample under analysis; and (ii) for the samples from the NN training dataset. The intuition is that the two activations are likely to be similar for samples resembling those from the training dataset, and significantly different for samples from rare subclasses.
The method for computing the commonality score comprises two stages (Figure 1 ). Given a k-class NN classifier with n neurons in its penultimate layer, the first stage computes a n × k cumulative activation matrix C based on the training dataset X used to learn the NN. The element cij from this matrix counts how many times Cummulative activation vector
Figure 1: Calculating the commonality score of a 'cat' sample for a convolutional NN classifier of images of cats and dogs the i-th neuron from the penultimate NN layer is activated across all training samples from class j, i.e.
where label (x) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} represents the class of training sample x ∈ X, and αi(x) ∈ {0, 1} has value 1 if the i-th neuron from the penultimate NN layer is activated for sample x and value 0 otherwise. The cumulative activation matrix C only needs to be computed once for a trained NN classifier. The second stage of our method uses the cumulative activation matrix C to calculate the commonality score for a data sample x , where x can be a labelled sample from the test dataset or an unlabelled sample to be classified by the NN. Assuming that the NN classifies x as belonging to class j, the commonality score is calculated using the j-th column of C (i.e. the cumulative activation vector for class j):
where (as before) αi(x ) ∈ {0, 1} has value 1 if the i-th neuron from the penultimate NN layer is activated for sample x and value 0 otherwise. Thus, the commonality score for x is computed as the ratio between the sum of neuron activations observed in training data for the neurons that also fired for x and the sum of all neuron activations in training data. Importantly, the score(x ) can be calculated efficiently in O(n) time. Figure 2 illustrates the process we advocate for the mitigation of rare subclasses during training time. Our process combines traditional machine learning techniques with the calculation of the commonality metric, previously described, to allow for the augmentation of training data during development. In this way a model's tendency to misclassify rare subclasses is reduced.
Training-time Mitigation Method
Our method starts with the traditional collection of data and the subsequent training of a machine learnt model. Once a model has been constructed with acceptable performance this is used, with the training data to calculate first the cumulative activation matrix, and then a commonality score for each sample in the testing set as shown in Figure 1 .
Two subsets of the testing set are then created. The first subset contains those samples which have the lowest scores in the set and the second contains those which are the highest scoring. These two subsets are then passed to the evaluation activity, the aim of which is, to identify those features which characterise a majority of images in the low scoring samples. Feature identification is typically undertaken by a human worker, or worker team, by comparing images in, and between, the two subsets. The size of the subsets used is likely to be informed by the capacity of the evaluation team and the complexity of analysis of the samples. Features identified should allow for a recommendation to be made which details the remedial action to be undertaken with respect to the training set to compensate for rarity.
The recommendation is expected to either indicate that no fur- Figure 2 : Process for mitigating rare subclasses at training time.
ther action is required and hence the model should be accepted or, alternatively that the training data should be augmented. The training set may be augmented through the collection of additional samples which possess the features that characterise low scoring samples. Alternatively the existing data set may be used to generate new data through augmentation processes such as scaling, rotation, colour shifts etc., again with the aim of extending the training data set with (synthetic) samples that exhibit the features of the rare subclass.
The newly gathered/generated images are then added to the training set. A new model may then be created and the process is repeated until no actionable features can be identified for those samples which have a low scores.
Run-time Mitigation Method
Once the model has been deployed, and we are no longer planning to retrain the model, a commonality score may still be calculated for each unlabelled sample observed at run-time. In addition we may calculate a threshold for the score based on the data used during training and where the score is below this threshold a secondary mechanism may be employed to check the validity of the prediction.
A threshold may be calculated using Tukey's fences [22] which utilize the interquartile range of the commonality scores observed in the training data. The threshold τ is then calculated as
where Q1 and Q3 are the upper and lower quartiles respectively and k is a tunable parameter which is typically set as 1.5. A sample with a score below this threshold indicates that the sample is uncommon with respect to the training data used and, as such, is more likely to be misclassified.
A simple mitigation process is shown in Figure 3 . Here the incoming sample presents a predicted class as well as the commonality metric. Where the score is deemed to be low the input can be presented to a second, possibly human, system to confirm the prediction or identify a misclassification.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the ability of our approach to detect and mitigate rare subclasses we considered two different image classification data sets, and an associated model for each set 3 . The MNIST Data set comprises handwritten digits encoded as fixed size grayscale images while the Cats and Dogs data set contains full colour images of irregular size.The details of the data sets and models used are provided in Table 1 . Both models considered are substantially more complex than the simple example provided in our introduction.
Although the original Cats and Dogs image set provided by Kaggle has a test set of 12,500 images these were unlabelled. In order to calculate misclassification rates we chose 5000 images at random to be hand labelled. From this new set 11 were found to be neither dogs or cats and were removed. This resulted in a labelled test set of 4989 images.
In this section we first show how subclass rarity can increase misclassification rates in a neural network classifier. Next we demonstrate the ability of our method to identify rare subclasses in the MNIST and Cats and Dogs data sets. Finally we show how we are able to mitigate against rare subclasses firstly during training and then at run-time.
Subclass rarity
In order to illustrate the impact of sub-class rarity on misclassification rates we constructed a simple neural network model to identify odd and even numbers from the MNIST data set [18] .
The data was labelled such that each of the two classes had 5 subclasses Even = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8} and Odd = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}. A neural network was constructed with a single fully connected layer of 100 neurons using the ReLU activation function and an output layer using a softmax function over the two possible classes. To synthesize a rare sub-class we selected each digit in turn and discarded each instance of the digit from the data set with a probability of 0.8 i.e. the number of samples for an individual digit when selected to be rare was reduced from 10,000 to approx 2,000. Using this reduced data set we trained our model and then assessed the miss-classification rate for each digit in the set.
We repeated this experiment 30 times for each digit and the results are shown in Figure 4 with the mean misclassification rate of rare digits shown in blue and the rate associated with common digits shown in red. While the rate varies significantly as a function of the subclass it is clear that for all digits misclassification is more likely if they are rare. Indeed if we calculate the ratio between rare and common subclass misclassification as:
we see that a zero is least impacted with a ratio of 1.6 and a nine is most affected being 5.1 times as likely to be misclassified. Whilst the subclasses for the MNIST are easy to identify (since we created them synthetically) identifying rare subclasses more generally is often difficult. Indeed, as we will show later, the digits in the MNIST data possess rare subclasses.
Detecting of rare subclasses
For each of the models shown in Table 1 we trained a classifier using the training data and applied our stage-one method to record the neuron activation frequency and calculate the cumulative activation matrix. We then presented each of the images in the test data set to the model and calculated a commonality score for the image. Finally we sorted the images in ascending order of commonality score. Figure 5 shows the scores obtained for the MNIST data set. Figure 5a shows the commonality of all samples in the test set sorted into ascending order and Figure 5b shows the scores as a box plot. From these figures we can see that there is a small subset of samples for which the score is substantially lower than the mean and examining the box plot reveals that 356 samples are considered outliers.
When we consider the test set in its entirety we report a test accuracy of 0.9913 and a misclassification rate of (1−0.9913 = 0.0087), i.e. 87 samples are misclassified. For the 356 samples identified as having unusually low commonality scores, however, 40 are misclassified giving a misclassification rate of 0.1123 which is almost 13 times higher than that expected for the model.
To illustrate the correlation between commonality score and misclassification rate we split the testing set into ten groups of equal size and increasing commonality score, with group 0 having the 1000 lowest scoring samples and group 9 having the highest scoring samples. For each group we then counted the number of misclassification in the group. The results are shown in Figure 5c which confirms that, for this data set, the misclassification rate reduces as the commonality score increases.
We repeated the above procedure for the Cats and Dogs model. The training images are much more complex than those present in the MNIST data set and, unsurprisingly, the overall accuracy of the model is not as high. Of the 4989 samples in our testing set 526 were misclassified. The reported test accuracy is therefore 0.8946 and the misclassification rate is 0.1054. Figure 6a shows the commonality scores obtained for the Cats and Dogs labelled data set in ascending order and, whilst the scores are generally lower than those for MNIST, it has a similar shape. Again the boxplot in Figure 6b shows a number of outliers. Of the 190 samples identified as outliers we observed that 39 were misclassified giving a misclassification rate of 0.2053, almost twice as high as that reported for the model more generally. Figure 6c shows the misclassification rate as the commonality score increases and again a general trend for higher rates of mis- From these results we can see that a low commonality score is a strong indicator that samples are more likely to be misclassified for the models considered. In the next section we will show how manual inspection of those samples confirms that rare subclasses are indeed present and identifiable in these low scoring samples. We also demonstrate how this information can be used to mitigate the impact of rare subclasses.
Mitigation of rare subclasses during training
Having identified those samples which have a low commonality score we next examined the extent to which these samples could be used to identify rare sub classes.
For the MNIST model we randomly chose the digits 4 and 7 and for each of these we selected the 25 samples with the lowest and highest commonality scores. These images are shown in Figure 7 . For both sets of digits we observe that the lower scoring digits appear less homogeneous than those which score more highly. There are also a number of features which exist in the low scoring digits which are absent, or largely absent, in the higher scoring digits.
Likewise, Figure 8 shows the highest and lowest scoring cats for which the model correctly classified the image. It is clear from a visual inspection that those cats with a low score are different to those which score highly.
In order to identify actionable features associated with rare subclasses we showed the images to approximately 20 volunteers The 25 samples with the lowest and highest commonality scores from the MNIST testing data set for digits 4 and 7
The 25 lowest scoring Cats
The 25 highest scoring Cats were not present in most common group. Users were informed that the first set were rare and that their responses should aid us in gathering more images of this type. Their responses are reported in Table 2 . For digit 4 eight of the nine respondent groups agreed that the less common fours used the triangle form whilst it was more common to have an open four. For the sevens we found that six of the groups reported the horizontal bar was present more often in those digits with a low commonality score. For the cats shown six of the nine groups noted that the less common cats were light in colour.
To confirm that the features identified by our user group were indicative of rare subclasses we repeatedly selected images at random for digits 4 and 7 of the MNIST training data set and cats from the Kaggle training set. Visual inspection showed that the features identified were less frequently present in the selected images. For all three classes, across the two different data sets, our method was able to identify features of subclasses which were under-represented in the training data through an inspection of the commonality score associated with testing data.
When testing of a model is undertaken with labelled testing we obtain a set of misclassified samples. It is reasonable to ask whether this information alone, without the need for our commonality metric, may be sufficient to identify rare subclasses. To evaluate this question we undertook an manual inspection of the correctly classified and misclassified images to see if rare subclasses could indeed be identified.
One of the strengths of our approach is that we can select a small set of images for inspection by selecting those which have the lowest scores. For the Cats and Dogs model our testing returns 224 images as misclassified (approx 10% of the testing data set). Indeed if the model accuracy remained the same but we increased the number of testing images the number of misclassified images would continue to grow. To inspect many hundreds of images to look for features which are common within the misclassified images is not feasible, or at least inefficient compared to our method.
Let us therefore choose to once more to inspect 25 "good" and "bad" images randomly selected from the subset of incorrectly classified and correctly classified test samples. These images are shown in Figure 9 . When compared to the images shown in Figure 8 we note that the light-coloured cats no longer dominate the misclassified subset; indeed it is difficult to identify features which vary between the cats which are misclassified and those which are correctly misclassified. As such we believe that the commonality score is necessary for the identification of rare subclasses for this data set.
Having identified a set of features associated with rare subclasses we are now able to undertake action to compensate for these missing features. We now demonstrate the efficacy of this compensation through the collection of additional data samples for the Cats and Dogs classifier.
Having identified that light-coloured cats were rare in the data set we used an automated google image search to retrieve 1000 images using the keywords "white cat". We then manually examined the returned set to remove any spurious results. This gave us 705 images of white, or light-coloured cats which we labelled as cats and added to the original training data. Having augmented our training set we trained a new model with the structure and training hyper-parameters unchanged. Figure 10 shows the 25 cats with the lowest commonality score from the test set for this new model. We note that these cats are no longer predominantly light in colour. Many of these new samples are patterned and feature cats on a brown rather than light coloured backgrounds. Figure 11 shows the commonality score and misclassification rates obtained for our new model. We can see from these graphs that the score has been compressed with the difference between the highest to lowest scores reduced compared to the scores from Figure 6a . The original model has a score range of 0.71 and after the addition of additional training data this becomes 0.51. Plotting this data as a box plot, Figure 11b , shows that the number of outliers has reduced from 190 samples to 10 samples. We can also see that the misclassifica- Lighter colours -both the cats and the backgrounds.
A sample of 25 misclassified cats from the testing set A sample of 25 correctly classified cats from the testing set Figure 9 : Images randomly sampled from the set of misclassified and correctly classified cats in order to identify features which lead to misclassification without using the commonality score.
tion rate still shows a general tendency to reduce as the commonality score increases. Let us now consider those testing samples previously identified as outliers and the effect of adding additional samples to the training set. Of the 190 testing samples originally considered as outliers we note that 144 were cats and 46 were dogs. In this set 19 cats and 14 dogs were misclassified. After additional training samples were added the 14 dogs continued to be misclassified. For the cats however 9 of the original 19 misclassified samples were now correctly identified. However, two cats which were previously classified correctly were now incorrectly identified. Table 3 shows the accuracy of the model with respect to the test data pre and post the addition of "white cats". We can see that overall the accuracy of the model increases and the number of samples misclassified reduces by approximately 8%. Although it may seem surprising that the reduction in misclassification rate is more pronounced for the class dog, this is We have shown that by using the commonality metric to inform the collection of additional data we are able to reduce the misclassification rates for light coloured cats by our model and that our commonality score no longer identifiers light coloured sets as under represented in the training set.
Mitigation of rare subclasses at run-time
Whilst ground truth labels exist at training and testing time these are not typically available at run-time. Even where we are confident that the training set is a "complete" description of possible inputs at development time, the dynamic nature of evolving open environments means that inputs seen in the future may not be like those seen during training. We may however use the commonality score as an indicator of rarity at run-time and use this to reduce the chances of misclassification.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach we again considered the Cats and Dogs data set. For this evaluation however, we considered the 6934 unlabelled test images which had not previously been used. These images were then classified using the original model, i.e. the model before the addition of additional white cats. We use this model to illustrate the case of using a model where retraining is not possible.
We then calculated a score threshold using Equation 3 and k = 1.5. For our model, τ = 0.5151 and corresponds to the observed knee in Figure 6a .
When applied to the unlabelled test set 247 images were identified as having a commonality score below the threshold. Each of the samples were then inspected by a human and the predicted class checked.
Since the test accuracy of the model reported by the training and testing procedure is 0.8946, Table 3 , we would expect to find approximately 26 misclassified samples in a set of 247 images drawn randomly from the test set. In the set identified by out method we instead find 42 misclassified samples, 61% more samples than expected. Without the commonality score we would have expected to inspect 398 samples to find this number of misclassifications.
For the samples with a low commonality score the model accuracy is 0.8299, again showing that in samples with low commonality scores accuracy is reduced and misclassification rates increased.
All of the samples identified are provided in Table 4 at the end of the paper. The predicted class label is shown below each image with misclassified samples shown with a red border and an asterix added to the class label.
Related Work
Where classifications as provided by neural networks may be used as the basis for determining outcomes for individuals in automated systems there has been considerable interest in how we may ensure "fairness" for groups, or sub-classes, of a dataset. Dwork et al. [9] provided a framework for the assessment of fairness based on the perspective that a fair classifier should treat similar individuals similarly. The work requires a similarity metric to be specified which is typically based on features such as gender or race which are known a-priori. There has also been considerable work to ensure that classification algorithms comply with discrimination legislation [16, 10] . In such cases the features considered are based on a-priori definitions of protected classes some of which are enshrined in law. Using these well defined class identifiers it is possible to define a similarity metric against which the performance of the model may be assessed. More recent work by Kim et al. [17] extends the work by Dwork to allow for a metric which need not be known precisely. As machine learning becomes more widely used for decision making in governmental and financial systems, so fairness becomes a greater concern and Bellamy et al. have developed an open source framework to help facilitate the transition of fairness algorithms into industrial uses [3] .
All the work above considers features which, when presented to the model, may be mapped to subclass or group features which are meaningful to the developer, e.g. gender. Our work does not require such a clear link to be known in advance. In our cats and dogs classifier colour of cats was never given as a feature of the training data and yet a discriminated group of white cats was identified. Similar discrimination may exist in medical scans where the group is common not because of features recorded in health record but because of features of the illness present in scans analysed by the ML. As such our method is able to identify commonly under-represented classes without a-priori knowledge.
Our work is not alone in using additional information in the machine learning pipeline to inform decision making. Gal [12, 11] has written extensively on the subject of uncertainty in deep learning. In his work Gal notes that "In classification, predictive probabilities obtained at the end of the pipeline (the softmax output) are often erroneously interpreted as model confidence. A model can be uncertain in its predictions even with a high softmax output". This work shows how information concerning dropout can be used as a measure of uncertainty. Whilst this work provides powerful insights into the confidence of predictions it is not used to identify under-performing sub-classes in the data set and does not consider the similarity of Cheng et al. recently published work which also considers the monitoring of neuron activation patterns in neural networks [7] . Their work records all activation patterns observed during training and calculates a hamming distance to any sample at run-time. This is a promising approach however the need to hold all observed patterns in a Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD) means that the approach is likely to run into scalability issues as i) the number of training samples increases, ii) the size of the network increases and iii) the hamming distance increases. The authors state that their approach is limited to patterns with approx 200 neurons, far fewer that the 512 seen in the Cats and Dogs model, indeed increasing the model size has a modest impact on the computational cost of out metric. The use of a hamming distance also assumes that all neurons in the pattern carry equal importance. By contrast our metric encodes the frequency with which neurons are activated and increasing the size of the training set does not increase the complexity of calculation necessary for the commonality metric. We would however be interested to see how patterns of interaction in the neuron activations could be integrated with a metric for commonality.
In addition we demonstrate that our commonality score can be used both at design-time and run-time. We have demonstrated that we are able to identify rare subclasses and mitigate the effects of subclass rarity in the training data.
Conclusions
Data is the foundation upon which model machine learning is based and without a thorough understanding of the information encoded in that data we are liable to place undue confidence decisions founded on the output of machine learnt components.
In this paper we have demonstrated that even when a complex neural network reports high levels of accuracy in classification tasks this hides performance issues for subclasses of the input set. Where such classification underpins safety critical decision making such systems may be considered as discriminating against these groups.
We have shown how these rare subclasses can be automatically identified for high dimensional input spaces with limited computational effort. Furthermore we have shown that it is possible to use this information to mitigate possible discrimination to improve the model during training and to identify higher levels of misclassification than is currently possible at run-time. 
